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Exhibition Summary
The 'Contemporary Japanese Photography' exhibition has been held since 2002 to provide a
venue for new, creative endeavors and offer support to people with creative spirits who strive
to expand the possibilities of photography/imagery, in an effort to discover promising new
artists. This year's event marks the 14th in the series; entitled ‘photographs of innocence and
of experience’, it will introduce past and present works by five photographers who use
diverse approaches to create photographic expressions that weave together the pure and
individual experiences they have encountered in the course of their daily lives.
Comprising of the work of five photographers who examine and challenge physicality and
identity, this exhibition will present numerous diverse works, including those that use
photography to repeatedly question familial relationships; capture memories of casual views
in unexpected ways; employ a primitive photographic technique to record and pass on to the
future the effects of everyday life on the environment or climate; or create a unique
photographic time, comprising of moments extracted from daily life. These photographs
question us personally, our thoughts and reactions being transmitted back to the artists and
contributing to their future work. They offer a dialog linking past and future, surpassing
differences of location and generation to blend, amplify and perhaps trigger a vast vortex.
We hope that you will take this opportunity to visit the exhibition and witness the
development of these artists’ photographs of innocence as they accumulate experience.
(The title, ‘photographs of innocence and experience’, was taken from Song of Innocence and
Experience, a book of poems by the artist and poet, William Blake)
KATAYAMA Mari
Born in Saitama Prefecture in 1987, she was brought up in Gunma Prefecture. She enjoyed
sewing from an early age. Suffering from congenital tibial hemimelia, she made the
decision to have both her legs amputated at the age of 9. After graduating from the
Department of Aesthetics and Art History, Faculty of Literature of Gunma Prefectural
Women's University, she entered the Tokyo University of the Arts’ Graduate School of Fine
Arts where she completed a course in Inter-media Art. She produces -portraits portraits of
herself together with her hand-sewn works or her decorated prosthetic legs. She
participated in the Aichi Triennale (2013), the ‘Roppongi Crossing’ (Mori Art Museum,
2016), etc. From 2011 she began her ‘High Heel Project’ in which she wore custom-made
high-heel shoes to perform on stage as a singer or model. In addition she gives lectures,
writes and carries out a wide range of other activities. In this exhibition she will present
new works that she created after giving birth for the first time in July of this year.
KANEYAMA Takahiro
Born in Tokyo in 1971 he moved to the U.S.A. in 1993. After studying at the City College
of New York and the School of Visual Arts, he began to work as a freelance photographer
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